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With the development of financial globalization and financial market volatility, credit risk has become more prominent and
serious, and how to establish an effective enterprise credit evaluation system and bank credit risk evaluation model, provide
scientific quantitative decision-making basis for bank decision-making, reduce non-performing loans, and improve the quality
of credit assets is a common research topic faced by domestic banks. At present, domestic banks have not been effective to
establish risk prevention as the core of credit culture and long-term mechanism, the existence of nonperforming loans is still
not fully resolved, new risks continue to appear, and there is a lack of a perfect and effective credit risk evaluation system.
With the development of the Internet and financial institutions and the fusion, banks and financial institutions drastically
increase the recorded data, and this provides a good prerequisite for the application of intelligent algorithms. In view of the
shortcomings of BP neural network in the establishment of credit risk assessment model, such as poor promotion ability and
long prediction time, and considering that support vector machine (SVM) can deal with some multi-classification problems,
this paper introduces SVM method into the field of bank credit risk assessment and establishes an optimization model of
credit risk assessment. This paper discusses the structure and algorithm principle of SVM classification method and proposes
an integrated SVM based on fuzzy integral to solve this kind of problem. The results show that the algorithm can effectively
improve the prediction accuracy, solve the problem of high computation cost, reduce the occupied memory space, improve the
operation efficiency, shorten the training time, and provide a more reliable basis for the rapid and effective evaluation of bank
credit risk. On the one hand, the research results expand the application of artificial intelligence technology in the field of
economic research; the evaluation model can continuously and accurately measure credit risk is obtained, which provides the
necessary basis for upgrading and optimizing credit decision-making, so it has high theoretical value and practical value.

1. Introduction

As the “general hub” of the national economy and the finan-
cial credit center, banks play an irreplaceable role in financ-
ing funds, guiding the flow of funds, and adjusting the
balance of social supply and demand. However, banks face
various financial risks all the time in the process of opera-
tion, including credit risk, interest rate risk, liquidity risk,
management risk, capital risk, and policy risk, among which
credit risk occupies a special important position and is the
most important factor leading to bank bankruptcy. The
World Bank’s study of global banking crises shows that
credit risk is the most common cause of bank failures. The
bank’s credit evaluation of customers is the core content of

commercial loans [1]. Whether the credit evaluation of bank
customers is reasonable, scientific, and accurate is related to
the risk of bank loans. Bank credit risk refers to the possibil-
ity or probability that the borrower cannot repay the princi-
pal and interest of the bank loan in accordance with the
contract during the operation of the bank, resulting in the
loss of the expected income of the credit assets. As the finan-
cial globalization process accelerating, increasing complexity
of financial market, the importance of bank credit risk and
the complexity of the measure also will increase, the tradi-
tional credit risk evaluation model has not met the needs
of today’s financial risk management system, and in-depth
research on credit risk evaluation model is of important the-
oretical significance and practical value. At present, the bank
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credit risk assessment method is relatively backward, which
is highlighted as follows: the assessment result of borrower
credit grade is too simple, and the risk disclosure is seriously
insufficient; the basic data of customers is seriously lacking,
and the risk model is difficult to establish. The risk rating
method is simple, the technology is backward, and the scien-
tific measurement model is lacking [2, 3].

Bank credit risk assessment is a relatively complex sys-
tem. Simply speaking, the input of the system is the factors
affecting credit risk, the output of the system is the final
quantitative result of risk assessment, and the intermediate
processing module of the system is the optimal mapping
relationship found between the input and output. As the
input of this complex system, the evaluation index of credit
risk plays an important role in the validity and accuracy of
evaluation results. Therefore, the primary task for banks in
credit risk assessment and management is to establish a
credit risk assessment index system guided by the principle
of index selection and based on the analysis of factors affect-
ing credit risk, laying a foundation for the risk assessment
and management of banks [4]. As the output end of the sys-
tem, the measurement standard of credit risk not only deter-
mines the availability of credit risk assessment results but
also affects the selection of credit risk assessment methods
and indicators and reflects the purpose of bank credit risk
assessment.

At present, enterprise credit risk assessment methods
include neural network, support vector machine (SVM),
decision tree, logistic regression, Bayesian network, and a
series of integration methods. As the sample of loan enter-
prises is difficult to meet the assumptions of discriminant
analysis and statistical analysis, the application of the model
is very limited. With the expansion of credit business, the
demand for credit risk assessment is increasingly strong. A
small improvement in credit assessment accuracy can bring
huge benefits to banks. Therefore, people began to actively
explore more accurate evaluation methods, and more non-
parametric methods and artificial intelligence methods were
developed successively, such as decision tree method, neural
network method, and SVM. In an increasingly complex
market environment, AI black-box simulation has more
advantages than statistical analysis [5–7]. The research
shows that the integrated algorithm and the combined algo-
rithm have higher prediction accuracy than the single algo-
rithm. However, the application results of neural network
integration show that the application of neural network inte-
gration method in credit risk assessment is limited, and the
prediction accuracy of neural network integration method
is not as good as that of single neural network. The main rea-
son is that the neural network method is established on the
basis of large samples for model training. However, at pres-
ent, the data of loan enterprises retained by banks is limited,
and the integration algorithm needs to divide the sample
data into multiple small samples, which reduces the training
sample size, thus affecting the prediction accuracy of the
neural network integration model. SVMs have the advantage
of small sample learning. Based on this, scholars began to
turn to the research of SVM integration methods, including
the integration of SVM and statistical methods, and the inte-

gration of multiple sub-SVMs. SVM integration has been
widely used in many fields to test prediction accuracy. The
application results show that the prediction accuracy of inte-
grated SVM is at least as good as that of single SVM. Because
SVM has the advantage of small sample learning, under the
condition of limited sample size of bank loan enterprises, it
is more advantageous to adopt SVM integrated method to
evaluate enterprise credit risk. In addition, the majority vot-
ing method is generally adopted by scholars for SVM inte-
gration, but this method does not consider the important
difference of the output results of sub-SVM classification
trainers.

Based on this, this paper through the analysis of the
characteristics of the loan enterprises is combined with the
characteristics of the owners of the loan method as an
important factor, to build a comprehensive reflection of the
enterprise credit risk evaluation index system. On the pre-
mise of considering the importance of learning results of
each subtrainer, fuzzy integral and SVM regression integra-
tion model is constructed to evaluate enterprise credit risk
and measure enterprise credit risk accurately. Put forward
a kind of SVM based on fuzzy integral financial credit risk
evaluation model of supply chain integration, this model
not only considers the objective information of child SVM
output but also uses fuzzy density to determine each child
SVM to the importance of the output information for the
final decision, using the data of a certain commercial bank
are empirical study, investigate the classification accuracy
of the model. Application results show this method than sin-
gle SVM method compared with SVM fusion method based
on the voting strategy, prediction accuracy is higher, statisti-
cal method and the neural network can overcome the loan
companies less sample size and the defect of nonnormal dis-
tribution, and objective assessment of loan enterprise credit
risk exposure break through the traditional pattern of risk
assessment classification information reflects the lack of lim-
itations, to meet the risk management requirements of bank
loan decision-makers, improve credit risk measurement and
management techniques, and establish a scientific credit risk
management system. This topic will introduce the research
background of this paper, review the existing research liter-
ature and prediction and evaluation method based on sup-
port vector machine, and elaborate the research
background; then establish the purpose of the research; con-
struct the technical route framework of this research; finally,
the characteristics and improvement of this study are
summarized.

2. Integration Model of Fuzzy Integral and SVM

2.1. Basic Principles of SVM. At present, the data mining
techniques used to establish the bank credit risk assessment
model include discriminant analysis, logistic regression,
principal component analysis, and other statistical methods,
which have the shortcoming of low prediction accuracy.
With the increase of credit risk factors, banks have higher
requirements for the technology used in credit risk assess-
ment models. Traditional statistical methods can no longer
meet the needs of banks [8]. Artificial neural network, expert
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system, and other intelligent technologies have been widely
used. The artificial neural network is a good approximation
capability of nonlinear mapping, and implementation is a
major cause of impress the people favor, but with the wide
application, more and more researchers have found that
neural network because of the lack of theoretical support is
hard to overcome some shortcomings. The introduction of
kernel function can make the input space map to higher
dimensional space to obtain better linear representation
and greatly reduce the training time [9, 10]. These advan-
tages of SVM overcome the above shortcomings of neural
network, which is the reason for the selection of SVM in this
paper.

SVM firstly maps input data to a high-dimensional fea-
ture space through mapping function φð·Þ and finds the
optimal separation hyperplane with the maximum classifica-
tion spacing. The schematic diagram of optimal partition
hyperplane is shown in Figure 1.

The optimal hyperplane expression is as follows:

y = ωTφ xð Þ + b = 0, ð1Þ

where x = ðx1, x2,⋯,xNÞT is the number of samples, N is the
normal vector of the hyperplane, ω is the scalar deviation.
According to the structural risk minimization principle,
classified hyperplane problems can be solved by the follow-
ing optimization problems:

Minimize J ω, b ; ξið Þ = 1
2
ωTω + γ〠

N

i=1
ξi,

Subject to γi ω
Tφ xið Þ + b

� �
≥ 1 − ξi, i = 1, 2,⋯,N ,

ξi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2,⋯,N ,

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð2Þ

where ξi is the nonnegative relaxation variable, ∑N
i=1ξi is the

tolerable classification error rate, and γis the regularization
parameter. Finding the optimal hyperplane is a quadratic
programming problem with high computational complexity,
so it is solved based on the least square principle. In the
actual credit classification problem, each sample data cannot
be completely and clearly divided into a specific class, so the
fuzzy membership degree μi is introduced, and the model
becomes

Minimize J ω, b ; ξið Þ = 1
2

ωk k22 + γ〠
N

i=1
μiξ

2
i ,

Subject to γi ω
Tφ xið Þ + b

� �
≥ 1 − ξi, i = 1, 2,⋯,N ,

ξi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2,⋯,N:

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð3Þ

Specifies αkifor each element of the training data, and the

corresponding Lagrange function is

L1 ω, b, ξ, αð Þ = J1 ω, b, ξð Þ − 〠
M

i=1
〠
N

k=1
αki yk ω ið Þφ xkið Þ + b½ � − 1 + ξkf g:

ð4Þ

By substituting the necessary conditions of KKT point
into the above equation [11], we can obtain

yk 〠
M

j=1
〠
N

i=1n
αjiyjφ xki, xji

� �
+ b

" #
+
∑M

i=1αki
γμk

k = 1, 2,⋯,N: ð5Þ

The above equation can be written as

0 YT

Y Q

" #
b

a

" #
=

0

1
!

" #
, ð6Þ

where 0 is a scalar, Y = ½y1, y2 ,⋯,yN �T,1
!
= ½1,⋯,1�T

,α = ½α11,⋯,αN1, α12⋯,αN2,⋯,α1M ,⋯,αNM�T
,Q = y1y1φðx1i, x1iÞ + ðγμ1Þ−1 ⋯ y1yNφ
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The classifier expression is

f xj
� �
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Finally, the model becomes

min βk k1

s:t:
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" #
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!
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:

ð8Þ

The radial basis kernel (RBF) function was used for non-
linear mapping:

K xi, xj
� �

= exp
− xi − xj
�� ��2

σ2

 !
: ð9Þ

Regression curve

a

𝜀

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of optimal partition hyperplane.
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For membershipμi, select the formula:

μk =
sk − min

k=1,⋯,N
sk

max
k=1,⋯,N

sk − min
k=1,⋯,N

sk
, ð10Þ

where sk is the preliminary credit score of each input sample
obtained by the SVM credit scoring method.

SVM has a strong theoretical basis, which is an impor-
tant aspect of its superior to other algorithms. It is the sup-
port of these theories that SVM overcomes some
shortcomings that neural networks cannot overcome [12,
13]. The classification algorithm, regression algorithm, and
multiclassification algorithm of SVM are the basis of the
algorithm proposed. As can be seen from the above intro-
duction, when SVM deal with multiclassification problems,
they are mostly based on binary classifiers and combine
multiple binary classifiers to construct multiclass classifiers.
In other words, decomposition and reconstruction are
regarded as the standard forms of multiclass classification
problems, and one-to-one and one-to-many methods are
adopted in typical algorithms. It is found that the common
problem when using combinatorial binary classifier to solve
multiclass problems is that each learner only considers the
sample data of two classes. Therefore, neglecting the infor-
mation of the remaining classes will inevitably lead to the
weakening of the relationship between the data and then
affect the prediction accuracy of multiclass problems.

2.2. Basic Principle of Fuzzy Integral. One shortcoming of
SVM algorithm is that it only discriminates once during
classification. Meanwhile, the maximum classification algo-
rithm does not consider the importance degree of each out-
put layer, but treats them equally, which will inevitably affect
the accuracy of classification. In order to make up for this
shortcoming, this paper applies fuzzy mathematics to credit
risk assessment based on SVM classification [14]. The fuzzy
integral is a nonlinear function, specifically defined as sup-
pose ðX,ΩÞ is a measure space, h : X⟶ ½0, 1� is a measure
function, then, the fuzzy integral on the fuzzy measure g
about AðA ⊆ XÞ is defined as

ð
X
h xð Þ ∘ g ⋅ð Þ = sup

E⊆X
min
X⊆E

min h xð Þ, g A ∩ Eð Þð
h i

= sup
a⊆ 0,1½ �

min
X⊆E

min a, g A ∩ Fað Þð Þð
h i

,

ð11Þ

where Fa = fx : hðxÞ ≥ ag. Assuming that the information
source set is X, let h : X ⟶ ½0, 1� be the evaluation of the
source informationx ∈ X, and g = ðfXgÞ represents the
importance of the information source when making object
decisions. If you use information sources A ⊆ X to evaluate
objects. Consider

W Að Þ =min
x∈A

h xð Þ, ð12Þ

is the safest decision made and expresses the importance of
the information source to this decision. The minimum value
is obtained by comparing these two values, thus indicating

the consistency between the actual output and the expected
value [15]. Therefore, fuzzy integration can describe the
maximum possible agreement between object evidence and
expected value.

The basic idea of this paper is to select some samples
randomly from the original training sample set that has been
correctly classified objectively and compose several sample
sets. Then, SVM algorithm based on fuzzy integral is used
for reclassification, so as to judge the accuracy of the classi-
fication method [16]. Credit risk assessment model based on
fuzzy integral and SVM regression integration is shown in
Figure 2. The specific algorithm of SVM based on fuzzy inte-
gral is as follows:

Step 1. For input patterns x, each sub-SVM evaluates and
outputs membership of x relative to each category.

Step 2. For each category Cm, each sub-SVM computes
hmðμkÞ and ghðμkÞ and calculates the fuzzy integral FIm with
respect to the category Cm.

Step 3. Make a judgment decision about the class to
which the pattern belongs.

3. Research on Modeling Methods of Credit
Risk Assessment

The possibility that the bank will suffer losses due to the fail-
ure of the bank’s loan enterprise customers. As the most
important risk of banks, credit risk has the following main
characteristics: sociality, expansion, periodicity, controllabil-
ity, and so on [17]. As credit risk comes into being with bank
credit business, its existence is objective and cannot be elim-
inated, which requires banks to carry out scientific and effec-
tive management of credit risk. Credit risk management is a
system of comprehensive management process and includes
credit risk identification, assessment, and control process,
such as credit risk assessment is the foundation of credit risk
management and the core, the results of the assessment
work fit and unfit quality directly affect the subsequent risk
management effectively, which deeply affects the sustainable
development of the bank. Because credit risk is a nonlinear
complex system, modern credit risk assessment needs
advanced computer science and technology and mathemati-
cal modeling knowledge to deal with the value of many fac-
tors interacting with each other [18–20]. It is a research field
that requires cross-professional cooperation and continuous
development and innovation.

One of the most significant characteristics of credit risk
is nonsystematization, that is, it has obvious individual attri-
butes. Unlike other financial risks such as market risk, credit
risk is ultimately determined by the payer himself. Although
the repayment ability is affected by systemic risks, such as
macro policies and economic cycles, strictly speaking, the
nonsystematic factors that are individual characteristics of
the debtor, such as repayment willingness, operating ability,
financial status, industry attributes, and risk preference, are
the decisive factors for the borrower’s performance. In the
establishment of credit risk assessment index system, we
should first follow the general principles of index system
construction: index content closely linked and strong
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operability. The index calculation has reliable data sources
and is conducive to the use of computer operation. Second,
in the selection of indicators, we should also follow the sci-
entific, comprehensive, and hierarchical, feasible, quantifi-
able four principles, and the selection of bank credit risk
assessment indicators mainly focus on the study of enter-
prise performance ability, that is, the selection of enterprise
financial indicators [21]. Considering the important influ-
ence of loan method on credit risk, the index system of this
paper is also constructed based on four basic factors: sol-
vency, profitability, operating capacity, and loan method.

(1) Solvency. Solvency refers to the ability of a business
to repay maturing debts. An important factor to
measure the security of bank credit funds. Industrial
and commercial banks of internal evaluation indica-
tors of solvency including current ratio, quick ratio,
operating activities cash inflow/advocate business
income and operating cash total debt ratio, the main
business revenue profit growth and rate of return on
total assets, net assets and the multiple of interest
safeguard, the growth rate of net assets, total liabili-
ties/debit, and other long-term solvency evaluation
indicators. In view of the limitation of data sources,
this paper focuses on extracting financial indicators
from short-term debt paying ability [22, 23]. Based
on the principle of index selection, the following
indicators with highly accessible data and high reli-
ability are selected

(2) Operating Capacity. Operating capacity is the ability
of enterprises to make profits by using various assets,
which is ultimately related to the efficiency of capital
utilization and solvency of loan enterprises [24].
Indicators reflecting the operating capacity of an
enterprise include accounts receivable turnover, cur-
rent assets turnover, total assets turnover, and inven-
tory turnover. The following indicators with high
importance and strong data reliability are selected
in this paper

(3) Profitability. Profitability is the ability of enterprises
to obtain profits, the level of profitability is related
to whether the credit funds can be recovered as
scheduled. Banks want to lend to profitable busi-
nesses because the more profitable a business is, the
more likely it is that credit will be repaid on time
[25]. Reflect the corporate profitability indicators
including operating margins, cost, profit margin,
surplus cash cover, return on total assets, return on
equity, and return on capital to six, considering the
availability and reliability of the data, and the consid-
eration of whether enterprises have long-term profit-
ability, this paper selects several indexes

(4) Loan Method. Although the loan method is not the
financial index of enterprises, it has been paid more
and more attention by experts and scholars in the
field of credit risk research [26]. Loan methods are
generally divided into credit, guarantee, mortgage,
and pledge, and the bank will set the corresponding
risk coefficient for each loan method

(5) In this paper, fuzzy integral integrated SVM regression
model is constructed. According to the principles of
comprehensiveness, conciseness, scientificity, opera-
bility, economy, representativeness, and standardiza-
tion, an evaluation system consisting of 26 indicators
was constructed. Factor analysis was first used to
reduce the number of input indicators of SVM, and
then the credit risk was output through SVM regres-
sion model training [27]. Factor analysis and SVM
regression integration are combined in series. The
credit risk evaluation model is shown in Figure 3

There is a certain difference between the prediction
model of enterprises without credit risk and those with
credit risk, and the prediction accuracy of enterprises with-
out credit risk is generally higher than that of enterprises
with credit risk. The credit evaluation discussed in this paper
is a SVM which divides the credit risk of commercial banks

···

Factor 
analysis 

···

Primitive 
training set

TR 1 

TR 2 

···

SVM 1

SVM 2

Fuzzy 
integration 

strategy

Bagging produces sub-
training sets Produce the final decision

Common factors

Credit risk

Sub-SVM with probability outputOriginal target

Figure 2: Credit risk assessment model based on fuzzy integral and SVM regression integration.
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into five types and belongs to multiclassification problem
[28]. Given the training set:

T = x1, y1ð Þ,⋯, xi, yið Þf g ∈ X × Yð Þl, ð13Þ

where xi ∈ X = Rn,xi ∈ Y = f1, 2,⋯,Mg,i = 1, 2,⋯, l, finding a
decision function f ðxÞ: X = Rn ⟶ Y to solve the multiclas-
sification problem is actually finding a rule thatM can divide
the points on Rn into parts.

The usual method of obtaining multiclass classifiers is to
construct a series of two-class classifiers, each of which
divides one of them from the following classes. The attribu-
tion of an input can then be inferred. The “one to many”
method is to construct a SVM subclassifier for class prob-
lems [29]. This paper studies the problem of accurate evalu-
ation of bank credit risk. Due to the uncertainty of bank
credit capital security, there are many evaluation indexes of
credit risk, there is a large amount of repeated information
among the indexes, and the nonlinear relationship between
risk grade and indexes, it is difficult to accurately evaluate
the traditional evaluation model, and the evaluation accu-
racy is not high. Credit risk evaluation model using data
mining techniques and statistical analysis method, behavior
and credit characteristics, capture the history information
and future credit, the relationship between build predictive
models that use a credit score to comprehensively evaluate
the future credit performance of a consumer or business.
Under the condition that the scientific application method
of the development process is correct, the credit evaluation
model can provide credit managers with a large amount of
highly predictive information, help them to formulate effec-

tive management strategies, and effectively develop the mar-
ket, control risks, excavate profits with high accuracy, and
achieve high efficiency of credit business [30].

4. Analysis and Discussion of
Calculation Results

The data in this paper comes from the data of short-term
loan enterprises of a bank. The loan issuance date is from
March 1, 2020, to March 31, 2021. If the loan is overdue
for more than 3 years, it is considered as bad debts. This
paper retrieves the loan balance and total loan amount of
the sample enterprise on September 22, 2016, to measure
the degree of default of the sample enterprise. The financial
index, enterprise characteristic index, and enterprise owner
characteristic index of the sample enterprises are collected
in January of a certain year, which is used as the basis for
the credit risk evaluation of the bank when issuing loans.
After collection and sorting, this paper obtained 146 sam-
ples, involving nearly 600 million yuan of loans. In this
paper, two times and three times standard deviation tests
were used to eliminate 28 abnormal data (19%) and obtain
118 sample data (81%). In order to eliminate the influence
of excessively large index values on the results, this paper
adopts the maximum and minimum normalized functions
to normalize the sample data, and all index values are nor-
malized to [0, 1]. By random sampling method, 98 (83%)
training samples were selected for SVM integration model
construction, and 20 (17%) test samples were tested for
model generalization ability. The cluster analysis of credit
risk evaluation index is shown in Figure 4.

Profitability 
factor

Solvency factor

Operational
capacity factor 

Cash flow factor

Capital adequacy
ratio factor 

Capital quality
factor 

Loan time
limit factor 

Cash acquisition
factor 

Nonquantitative 
index

Loan enterprise
risk

Quantitative
index

Nonquantitative
risk 

Five levels of 
classification

Bank risk

Figure 3: Credit risk evaluation model.
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The prediction accuracy of fuzzy integral SVM ensemble
is the highest, which may be because the fuzzy integral
ensemble method considers the importance of each subtrai-
ner when performing multiclassifier fusion. However, the
fuzzy integral BP neural network integration method has
the lowest prediction accuracy, which may be because BP
neural network needs to be simulated under large samples
to ensure its prediction accuracy. Random sampling under
limited samples forms subtraining sample set, which further
reduces the training sample size of the subtrainer, but
reduces its prediction accuracy. The superiority of small
sample training of SVM is further demonstrated. Under
the current limited sample of corporate loans, using the
fuzzy integral SVM integration method, banks can more
accurately assess the risk of corporate loans and timely carry
out risk monitoring. The simulation results of test samples
show that the model has strong generalization ability. The

comparison of predicted and real values is shown in
Figure 5. The total precision and the second precision of
fuzzy least squares SVM model are higher than other
models. The accuracy of the first type is second only to that
of the RBF network model and much higher than the aver-
age accuracy of other models. This shows that the fuzzy least
squares SVM model has a good effect on credit risk
assessment.

The five groups of moving averages of different time
lengths are shown in Figure 6. In the figure, the thin line rep-
resents the change curve of accuracy of logistic regression on
the training sample set and test sample set, the dotted line
represents the change curve of accuracy of BP neural net-
work on the training sample set and test sample set, and
the thick line represents the change curve of accuracy of
SVR on the training sample set and test sample set. As can
be seen from the figure, the change curve of the logistic
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Figure 4: Cluster analysis of credit risk evaluation index.
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model did not change much when approaching a straight
line, but the accuracy rate was the lowest among the three
models. BP neural network has the highest slope of change
curve and has the highest accuracy for training samples.

However, it has the worst generalization ability because of
its low classification accuracy for predicted samples. It does
not have the highest accuracy for training samples. But have
a rhinoceros high classification accuracy for predicting
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Figure 6: Five groups of moving averages of different time lengths.
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sample, further calculation can be obtained, the accuracy of
neural network training samples to test sample was reduced
by 7%, and the accuracy of SVR from training samples to
test sample was reduced by 2%, only demonstrates SVR
based on structural risk minimization theory than based on
the empirical risk minimum of BP neural network has better

generalization ability, this is exactly what the bank credit risk
assessment model needs.

The prediction data and error results are shown in
Figure 7. It can be seen from the figure that the fuzzy
dynamic SVM integration method has the best effect in both
training and final prediction. Among them, fuzzy dynamic
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Figure 8: Fuzzy integral SVM training regression state graph.
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Figure 9: SVM parameter selection result diagram.
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SVM integrationmethod > single SVM > BPNN > BPNN
integration. Among them, the accuracy of neural network algo-
rithm is significantly lower, which may be mainly due to the
limited basic data set studied in this paper, but the neural net-
work method is based on a large sample size. It is confirmed
that SVM has small sample prediction as described in other lit-
eratures. And in addition, this article is to take more child clas-
sified integral integrated way, each individual as a whole system,
and considering weight of each to integration, it also improved
the degree of accuracy, and reduce the learning time of the
whole model, improved the future application in the actual of
timeliness, and reduced the time cost algorithm.

The fuzzy integral SVM training regression state graph is
shown in Figure 8. As we can see, in the data of different cases,
a classification of three values under the condition of the fore-
casting accuracy is quite, and training time and predict time
were significantly less than the average values of three classi-
fier, this is because made simple regression machine classifier
to reduce the number of parameters, reduce the occupancy
ofmemory, and improve the efficiency. Its prediction accuracy
is nearly 3% higher than that of the combined binary classifier,
which is due to the reduction of information loss between clas-
ses and improvement of classification accuracy by using
regression machine: the training time is about 31% lower than
that of the combined binary classifier. The prediction time is
reduced by 70% than that of the combined binary classifier,
which is obviously smaller than that of the combined binary
classifier, because the scale of optimization problem is reduced
by the simple classifier of regressionmachine. The efficiency of
the algorithm is improved. It is verified that the multiclassifier
construction algorithm based on SVM can providemore accu-
rate judgment basis for banks to predict enterprise credit risk
quickly.

Bagging was performed with 50 samples randomly
selected from the original training set. Three sub-SVMs were
obtained from the three training sets generated by bagging,

and they were integrated using fuzzy integral. Radial basis
kernel function was used for each sub-SVM, and the corre-
sponding parameters were obtained by 5-fold cross test.
Through 10 experiments, the mean classification accuracy
of fuzzy integral SVM integration in training sample set
and test sample set is shown. Considering the classification
of each subclassifier and the importance of each subclassifier
relative to the final decision, fuzzy integral SVM integration
is better than single SVM, maximum voting SVM integra-
tion, and fuzzy neural network. SVM parameter selection
result diagram is shown in Figure 9. As can be seen from
the figure, we also see the same trend (the error rate of cat-
egory 1 is significantly lower than that of category 2). We
do not have a mechanistic explanation yet, but that is what
we are hoping for. If modeling is compared with other new
data, the error rate of class 1 of SVM model may be larger.
In order to effectively reduce the class 1 error rate, we can
impose a large penalty coefficient on the class 1 error when
constructing the SVM model, but this may also reduce the
overall accuracy of the model.

Fuzzy integral SVMR integration has the highest predic-
tion accuracy, which may be because the fuzzy integral inte-
gration method considers the importance of each subtrainer
in the fusion of multiple classifiers. However, the fuzzy inte-
gral BP neural network integration method has the lowest
prediction accuracy, which may be because BP neural net-
work needs to be simulated under large samples to ensure
its prediction accuracy. Random sampling under limited
samples forms subtraining sample set, which further reduces
the training sample size of the subtrainer, but reduces its
prediction accuracy. The superiority of small sample train-
ing of SVM is further demonstrated. Under the current lim-
ited sample of loans to small and micro enterprises, the
integrated method of fuzzy integral SVM can be adopted
by banks to more accurately assess the risk of loans to small
and microenterprises and timely monitor the risk. The sim-
ulation results of test samples show that the model has
strong generalization ability. The credit risk trend tracking
curve is shown in Figure 10.

5. Conclusion

On the basis of comprehensive consideration of enterprise
characteristics, enterprise financial indicators, enterprise
owner characteristics, and loan methods, this paper takes
into account the evaluation index system of data availability
and uses factor analysis method to extract common factors
to reduce the index system. Based on fuzzy integral SVM
regression integration method, enterprise credit risk evalua-
tion is carried out. Compared with the methods based on
voting integrated SVM, single SVM, and fuzzy neural net-
work, the results show that the classification accuracy of
integrated SVM based on fuzzy integral is obviously better
than other methods.

(1) Traditional credit risk assessment methods only
evaluate the credit risks faced by commercial banks
from the perspective of loan enterprises, but ignore
the impact of bank’s own deposit and loan structure
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Figure 10: Credit risk trend tracking curve.
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and risk status on credit risks, resulting in the
absence of evaluation subjects. Based on the analysis
of the causes of credit risk of commercial banks in
China and the implementation of Basel New Capital
Accord, this paper analyzes credit risk factors from
three aspects: loan enterprise risk factors, bank risk
factors, and Basel New Capital Accord risk factors

(2) Established the evaluation index system of commer-
cial bank credit risk from two aspects of qualitative
and quantitative analyses in detail the credit risk,
finally determine the consists of 23 indicators of
credit risk assessment model, which will cash flow
analysis for the first time as an added to the index
system of influencing factors, and according to the
statement of cash flows is increasingly important
trends, increase the weight, in order to make the
index system more suitable for the reality

(3) Fuzzy integral is proposed to support vector machine
integration, which partly solves the problem of
parameter selection when using support vector
machine to evaluate. The traditional support vector
machine integration method cannot reasonably
assign different weight to the subsupport vector
machine. When fuzzy integral is used for support
vector machine integration, it can assign reasonable
weight according to the classification result of the
subsupport vector machine, which greatly improves
the classification effect after integration

(4) The classification results of integrated support vector
machine based on fuzzy integral, traditional inte-
grated support vector machine based on voting
method, single support vector machine, and fuzzy
neural network are compared and analyzed. The
classification results of integrated support vector
machine based on fuzzy integral are obviously better
than the other three methods. It is feasible and effec-
tive to evaluate the credit risk of commercial bank
with integrated support vector machine based on
fuzzy integral

Fuzzy integral SVM and credit risk assessment are two
extremely complex and incomplete research fields. Although
this paper has made significant improvements and break-
throughs on the basis of existing research, there are still
some defects and deficiencies that need further research.
Possible research directions in the future include

(1) In the construction of the risk factor system, we
should continue to explore the integration of more
nonfinancial indicators and build a more complete
and comprehensive factor system, which can gradu-
ally improve the accuracy of the evaluation

(2) In terms of prediction model, we can continue to
consider the integration with other artificial intelli-
gence methods. The combination of different
methods may make the model more accurate and
feasible
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